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There are two reference to fasting in the book of Daniel:

“‘Please test us for ten days on a diet of vegetables and water,’ Daniel said. ‘At the end 
of the ten days see how we look compared to the other young men who are eating the 
king’s food. Then make your decision in light of what you see.’”

Daniel 1:13

“When this vision came to me, I, Daniel, had been in mourning for three whole weeks. 
All that time I had eaten no rich food. No meat or wine crossed my lips, and I used no 
fragrant lotions until those three weeks had passed.”

Daniel 10:2-3

First, we notice that these two events are not the same, not in purpose nor in procedure. 
Our focus is primarily on the fast of chapter 10 and not the “obedience” of chapter one.

Daniel’s Purpose In Fasting (10:10-14):
to draw closer to the Lord; to be a ready recipient of dreams and visions
literally - “to __________________________________________”
to be safeguarded in his daily life and from the events to come
to live on a diet that demonstrated humility while having the energy to work
literally - “to __________________________________________”

The “Daniel Fast” is much different than a “total fast” (one without any food). On a 
total fast, the spiritual goal is to identify and then crucify our appetite(s), while on a 
Daniel fast we are seeking to orient our taste(s) exclusively towards the Lord Jesus 
Christ.

On a total fast you will always struggle with hunger (and…); on a Daniel fast you will 
always struggle with satisfaction (and…) 

Daniel’s Procedure While Fasting (10:2-3):
emotionally broken (mourning)
no “rich” food, no meat, no wine
no fragrances 

Yes, on a Daniel Fast you can:
prepare meals, eat at any time, and be full
spend time meditating on the presence of the Lord and future events


